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PowerPoint game templates are a great way to introduce a new device or review for a test with students. It's a break from the usual routine, and students love the teamwork and competitiveness of it. All these PowerPoint games are in the form of free PowerPoint templates that you can open with Microsoft
PowerPoint or a free presentation program. You can then customize them with your own questions and answers. Just run the presentation in class and you'll have a custom game ready to go for your students. Lifewire /Tim Liedtke Instructions in this article apply to PowerPoint for Microsoft 365,
PowerPoint 2019, 2016, 2013, 2010, and PowerPoint for Mac. One of the most popular types of PowerPoint games to use in the classroom is Jeopardy. Jeopardy is a great game to use to review for a try or to introduce new material to students. They can be played as a class, team or individually on
computers. Another free game that is popular with teachers and students is Family Feud. These are played just like traditional Family Feud and kids of all ages really get into the game. Spin the wheel, use your own puzzles, and track scores with this Wheel of Fortune PowerPoint template that really
reminds you of the game itself. Here's another Wheel of Fortune game template that includes toss-up rounds, bonus rounds, real time, scores and of course the colorful wheel. Choose from a standard, pop culture or scoreboard version of Wheel of Fortune. There are tons of bells and whistles along with a
tutorial to help you get started. This is another The Price Is Right PowerPoint template that is very similar to the one from above, but instead already has eight questions set up (which you can of course edit to be your own). This Deal or No Deal PowerPoint template is easy to manipulate and has sounds
for every time you select a suitcase. This deal or No Deal game is set up for a classroom so students have to answer questions correctly if they want to receive a bonus point, otherwise the rest of the game is common. This offer or No Deal game template includes offers from Banks, randomized case
values and much more to keep your students tuned and ready. This who wants to be a millionaire? The PowerPoint template has already asked questions that have already been filled in for you about simple verbs. There are sounds, animated graphics and 12 questions in total. This is yet another
template for playing Who wants to be a millionaire? in PowerPoint, and as the previous one has 15 questions, except that all are empty and ready for you to fill in with your own information. This free PowerPoint game template includes sounds and music and all the lifeline options. Just like in the real
game, this template contains not only blank slides for all the different questions, but also a place for a Red Light Challenge and a video bonus question. You can download the audio files for this template here. This Cash Cab PowerPoint template also has 12 questions, but they are first aid information.



This template revolves around the goal of reaching the Empire State Building before it is thrown out of the cab with too many wrong answers. When you need to create an interesting and engaging presentation for your boss, new customers, or a job interview, you have plenty of tools options to get the job
done. In addition, even if it's the industry standard, you don't need to go to Microsoft PowerPoint, and many will argue that there are better tools for the job anyway. This week we're going to look at five of the best of the alternative presentation tools, based on your nominations. Earlier in the week, we
asked you which programs you preferred to use to create slideshows and presentations when PowerPoint wasn't an option. You definitely answered, some of you passionately aware that your favorite was better than PowerPoint anyway. We can't highlight all the nominees, but here's the top five. Creating
dazzling presentations for customers, business meetings or even job interviews... Read more The vote is closed and the votes are counted. To see which PowerPoint option you think is the best, head over to our weekly hive five follow-up posts to check out the winner! Create an interesting, informative
and elegant presentation or slideshow for a company meeting... Read moreG/O Media can get a commissionKeynote (Mac: $19.99) Apple's Keynote can be purchased as a standalone product, or as part of Apple's iWork productivity package, and is probably one of the most intuitive, user-friendly and
malty presentation programs I've ever used. Many of you thought the same thing, pointing out that it is very easy to make great presentations with Keynote without spending time digging through menus or looking for templates that have not been used to the death of everyone else. Keynote has great built-
in graphical tools to edit and adjust the images that go into your presentations, easily support videos and movies on your slides or as part of your presentation, have non-hokey-looking animations, support PowerPoint documents if you need to spice up other people's presentation, and even lets you control
your presentation from your iOS device or project your presentation via video out and watch your notes and upcoming slides on your Mac screen. Google Docs (Web: Free)Google Docs presentations module used to be quite deficient, but they've updated it recently to make it more compatible with people
coming across from Microsoft Office, or people who want a more robust presentations tool. Google Docs offers a wealth of templates and presentation creation tools that are easy to jump in and get started with, animations, and slide transitions to make your presentation interesting to watch, and even
collaborative presentation editing with other people in your team. You may miss out on some heavier features like video embedding in your slides (although you can build YouTube or other online video), if you don't need and whistles of a pricier app and just want a quick, free way to create great
slideshows on any system, this is it. Google Docs has rolled out a new version of the presentation tool with over 50 new features,... Read moreBeamer (LaTeX) (Windows / Mac / Linux: Free) If you are a fan of LaTeX, or just remember to have to use it for your graduate thesis, you will love Beamer. Where
other presentation tools give you a GUI where you drag in items that you want to use as images and video, and then adjust text boxes to include the information you want on the screen, Beamer requires you to build your presentation in a custom markup language that works for just about any LaTeX
document. If you're looking for quick and easy to use, this isn't it, but if you're already familiar with LaTeX and have used it in the past (it's very popular in academia and by technical people who would rather write their own presentations and tweak all possible features than give up control to a GUI), then it
offers a level of granular control that other tools don't provide. Prezi (Web/Win/Mac/Linux/iOS: Free, $59/year Enjoy, $159/yr Pro) Prezi takes presentations in a different direction than static slides on a screen or projector with text on them. Even animations and transitions available in other slideshow
programs pale in comparison to Prezi's zooming user interface, which sets entire slides in motion and focuses heavily on images, graphics and movement to draw attention to text. For some, it's all too overwhelming and distracting from the core message of the presentation, and some have called Prezi's
flashy presentation templates unprofessional, but many more have noted that Prezi's tools make it easy to create presentations that are really interesting and a world apart from the tedious slideshows we're all used to. You can create an account for free and start building presentations online, up to a 100
MB storage limit. If you need more space, $59/year you get a Prezi Enjoy account, 500MB and the ability to make your presentations private and remove the Prezi watermark. $159/year will give you a Pro account, which bumps you up to 2 GB of storage space and access to Prezi Desktop, an Adobe AIR
app that allows you to work on your presentations outside of a browser. LibreOffice/OpenOffice.org Impress (Windows/Mac/Linux: Free)Without getting too deep into the distinction between LibreOffice and OpenOffice.org, Impress is the presentation builder for both productivity packages. When
LibreOffice split like a fork of OpenOffice.org, it took Impress with it, and now both platforms essentially use the same tool for slideshows and presentations. Both versions support PowerPoint presentations and offer an easy-to-use drag-and-drop user interface to build new presentations that you'll be
familiar with if you've used any of the other tools listed here. In fact, Impress matches with PowerPoint in terms of UI and layout of some of the tools here, but expands its draewing and graphics capabilities a that you've seen the top five, it's time to put them all to a vote and decide the winner. Honorable
mentions this week go out to Sliderocket, which came in with just a few nominations shy of making the top five, and the aforementioned tire.js.Traditionally, making presentations requires using an app like Powerpoint and can cause various ... Read moreIt your favorite doesn't get enough nominations to
make the top five? Do you have anything to say about one of the contenders we missed? Keep in mind that the Hive Five candidates are based on your nominations in the call for challenger thread from earlier in the week. Let's hear it in the comments below. Title image remixed from Losevsky Pavel
(Shutterstock). (Shutterstock).
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